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## V2Soft RAS-2005 Project proposal
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DATE OF MEETING: 17/12/2004

PARTICIPATION: All members

AGENDA OF MEETING

Determination of the works in future and the separation of these future works between team members of the design of the project which includes Class diagram, Use Case diagrams, Collaboration diagram, Sequence diagram, activity diagram, Structure chart, project scope definition, and other workloads which will be determined by our teaching assistant Mr. Dalay. Also, as I said before the responsibilities of each team member in design part will be evaluated.

SUMMARY and RESULTS of MEETING

First of all, as we mentioned that Özkan is responsible for database design part we decide that Özkan will design database and database GUI with Oracle and Java or some other tools. Also, we decide that Özkan must finish his works until next meeting with our teaching assistant. Another important point in meeting was self-evaluation of initial design report and presentation. We were the first group of presentation part therefore our presentation broke frequently by other students, so this annoyance made a bad influence on our team-mates morale and motivation. Despite that, our team-mates Çağdaş and Mevlüt did their best. In initial design part we didn’t try to expand our models and we gave some of our diagrams. So, the selection of diagrams handled carefully in order to explain how our system works, and what the main properties of the system are. Our next duty according to main schedule is to write design report, so we decided to divide our tasks. So, Mevlut Ballı and Çağdaş Ekinci are assigned to research how to write design report about a software product. Additionally, they will help Atilla Acar to design main GUI and other technical issues, they will find errors in design we hope there will be no error but there maybe. In design report there will be more details, so we decide to starting to write detailed design report on 24.12.2004 and we hope that we can finish it end of this semester.
NEXT MEETING TIME DECIDED: 24/12/2004

NOTE: For ours and the projects goods all should attend the meetings.

   One with additional meeting request should inform others before 1 day of the meeting that he wants to be held on.

Thanks and Best Regards to all participators
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